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From open-fronted configuration to roof-only it is 
important to choose a hay shed that will work for you.

Bay spacing also needs consideration. Whatever the 
bale type and size you have, we are always happy to 
alter bay sizes to make sure you get the most economical 
and effective use of storage area for you hay. 

Stored hay can be a corrosive environment, especially 
when hay collects around the base of a column, 
forming a moisture trap, but the standard hot-dipped 

galvanized columns and trusses on an Action shed 
provide the ultimate protection for a lifetime. 

Speak to the Action team today about taking 
advantage of the new write-off law that allows 
primary producers to write-off the full amount of a 
hay shed in this financial year.
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Another satisfied Action client

“Action handled all of the planning and preconstruction process exceptionally, 
and both offsite and onsite teams were great to deal with.”
Matt B.

51m x 30m x 8.5m

40m x 18m x 6m 36m x 21m x 6.5m
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Learn more about the 100% tax
write-off for hay sheds

View more hay shed projects
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Every farmer knows that you get more out of your 
machinery when it has been properly housed and 
protected. Again, with a machinery shed, you have 
options such as fully-enclosed or open-fronted. What 
is best for you will depend on what machinery you are 
storing and factors like how exposed your site is.  

While fully-enclosed sheds provide complete 
protection and security, other options like 
open-fronted can be more practical if you need quick 

and easy access. Ask the Action team for advice on 
what options and openings can maximise your access.

Not sure how big to build your machinery shed? Take 
into consideration both your current and future needs as 
well as the room you will need to manoeuvre machinery. 

A machinery shed is an investment that protects your 
assets, meaning your machinery retains a higher resale 
value. It’s a win-win situation that the Action team can 
help create for you today! 

48m x 30m x 7m with cantilevered canopy and 16m opening

30m x 21m x 7m drive-through configuration 40m x 15m x 6m with one bay enclosed for lock-up storage and workshop

www.actionsteel.com.au

Find out what configuration will
work for your machinery shed

View more machinery shed projects
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At Action, we know shearing sheds are a specialised 
product. For this reason, we work in closely with 
fit-out specialists to create the most efficient and 
cost effective operation. 

When designing your shed we take into consideration 
the important things like access, heights, levels, 
lighting, orientation, temperatures and ventilation. 

Our attention to detail will provide a solution that 
ensures the best possible conditions for sheep 
and shearer.
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Another satisfied Action client

“Great to deal with – a professional 
team and a fantastic service.”
Murray H.

24m x 18m x 5m shearing shed with 24m span yard cover

1800 68 78 88

24m x 12m x 4.2m shearing shed with 15m span yard cover 46m x 30m x 5m eight stand shearing shed

Learn about common safety issues
in shearing sheds & what you can do
about them

View more shearing shed projects

The advantages of yard covers are endless. Yard 
covers provide perfect year-round working conditions 
for the farmer as well as offering complete protection 
from the weather for your livestock. Yard covers 
can also help minimise issues like footrot and keep 
livestock more settled. 

We build yard covers for every application from yards 
leading to shearing sheds or dairies to horse arenas. 

Our yard covers are designed down to the finest 
detail like enabling water catchment to make it easier 
for you to care for your livestock. 

Want more information on how you can improve 
conditions for you and your livestock with an Action 
yard cover? We’d love to hear from you. 
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40m x 34m x 4m

30m x 15m x 3m36m x 28m x 4.5m
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Learn about common safety issues
in shearing sheds & what you can do
about them

Read more about the advantages 
of a yard cover

View more yard cover projects

View more equine shedding projects
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With fully hot-dipped galvanised columns and trusses, 
an Action shed is built to withstand the corrosive 
environments of dairies and feedlots.  

Our dairies can be customised, and altered to meet 
your requirements. Roller doors, sliding doors and 
translucent roof sheeting are some options to 
consider while designing the perfect dairy. 

Ventilation, air flow, flooring, clean water access and 
space for animal movement and behaviour all need 
to be considered when designing your feedlot cover. 

Discuss the finer details of your feedlot cover with 
our building consultants. 

Want to know more about our dairy and feedlot 
options? Get in touch! 
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Another satisfied Action client

“You have it all worked out from administration to the build. 
We are very happy with our new shed.”
Catherine F.

224m x 38m x 6m

1800 68 78 88

View more dairy shed projects

View more feedlot projects

Learn more about planning your 
feedlot or calving shelter

The team at Action know that a lot of thought needs 
to go into produce storage and we are passionate 
about finding the most cost-effective method to store 
your produce.

We can also offer concrete panel walls, internal 
iron walls, insulation, ventilation and cantilevered 
canopies to the side of the building. 

The possibilities are endless but whatever you grow or 
handle, from grain, seed, potatoes, carrots, flour, 
olives, and grapes to apples and nuts, Action has the 
solution for your storage needs.
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3,000 tonne grain storage shed 60m x 30m x 6m

10,000 tonne oat storage shed
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Find out what grain storage option will 
work best for you

View more produce storage 
and processing projects
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Open Front 56m x 30m x 7.5mOpen Front 64m x 24m x 7.5m

Open Front 24m x 15m x 6m

Open Front 40m x 24m x 7.5m

Fully Enclosed 40m x 18m x 6m

Fully Enclosed 32m x 21m x 6.5m

Open Front 32m x 15m x 6m

All material © Action Steel Industries Pty Ltd

Some Common Sizes & Configurations

ASK US FOR A
QUICK QUOTE

Other sizes and configurations available

15m (50ft) x 24m x 6m 8m

15m (50ft) x 32m x 6m 8m

18m (60ft) x 32m x 6m 8m

18m (60ft) x 40m x 6m 8m

21m (70ft) x 32m x 6m 8m

21m (70ft) x 40m x 7.5m 8m

24m (80ft) x 40m x 6m 8m

24m (80ft) x 40m x 7.5m 8m

24m (80ft) x 48m x 7.5m 8m

24m (80ft) x 64m x 7.5m 8m

24m (80ft) x 80m x 7.5m 8m

30m (100ft) x 56m x 7.5m 8m

Span Length Height Bay Size
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• Fully hot-dipped galvanised columns and trusses

• Being Registered Builders, Action Steel can look
after the council permit applications for you and
supply the needed structural plans and
computations for your shed

• Spans starting from 12m
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